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Black survival chiara build

Chiara's Stigma weakens the enemy's armor. Fighting an enemy for an extended period of time gives you the advantage. Judgment is more effective with each Stigma stack on an enemy. Chiara has great early game with her stigma stacks. She can easily matches if the opponent does not have strong active skills. She is a little hard to
use because her active skill is not that great. But with food, decent armor, and arm you treat all the damage. You have to keep fighting to make use of its stigma stacks, hence you need to hoard more food with the expectation of having extensive fights to use the full potential of Stigma. The more you hit your enemy, the more damage
stigma stacks do. Chiara also has D+ Mastery on Blade which gives her an extra edge at the start. This gives her more potential for early game dominance. Despite being 12/12, Chiara is a capable early game contester due to Stigma, which gives her the slight damage she needs to fight against most other average early game characters.
However, because Judgment knew those stacks, it basically counteracts its equity. Since Judgment is not so good to begin with, it is difficult to find a right time to use it. In other words, Chiara's basically play with an average ability compared to the usual two skills of other characters. Abilities[edit | edit source] Stigma is a passive skill that
handles +1 damage with each stack on the enemy, up to 11 stacks. With max stacks, she has +11 additional damage to the enemy. That's a large number and gives Chiara a solid constant DPS. She excels in protracted battles because of this skill. The longer the fighting, the more additional damage they can inflict. The other good thing
about Stigma, which is often overlooked, is that it applies a debuff to the enemy and applies to all the attack damage they receive. If an enemy has 11 stigma stacks on them, not only will Chiara do an additional 11 damage to them, but any other character that attacks them will also do an additional +11 damage to them. Meanwhile,
Judgment is an active skill that converts all stigma stacks into Judgment debuff. Judgment will admit skill damage to the enemy, depending on how much stigma stacks are inflicted on them (number of Judgment stacks *3). The Judgment debuff will activate and disappear after the enemy attacks everyone for more than 9 damages. If you
use Judgment at max stacks, then when the enemy attacks they will receive a 33 skill damage nuke. Judgment is lackluster. A passive +11 damage on each hit is better than a one-time 33 skill damage nuke that will reset the stacks. Without the stacks, Chiara loses its +11 damage output. It would be as if they did not had until she builds
the stigma stacks up again. Someone can explain what is the best route for chiara? Page 2 10 comments Welcome to our Eternal Return: Black Survival layer list based primarily on win percentages. This tier list may be a bit rough because the North American playerbase is still small alongside korean Korean This leads to less data to
work with, but I wanted to give people something while I continue to learn Eternal Return myself. If you're a beginner looking for tips, we have a lot here as well. Eternal Return: Black Survival Tier List (Solo Win Rate) Characters are positioned based on their solo winrate with their best weapon. Look below the image to see what each
character's current best weapon is in relation to wins. Also, this list is based on data from all players in November 2020, not just higher level play. Percentages next to each weapon are their winning percentage. Fiora Spear (8.1%) Nadine Crossbow (5.5%) Magnus Bat (7.6%) Xiukai Spear (5.3%) Jackie Twin Sword (7.2%) Chiara Rapier
(5.5%) Zahir Shuriken (7.00%) Sissela Shuriken (5.2%) Heart Guitar (7.1%) Li Dailin Glove (4.9%) Aya Assault Rifle (6.4%) Shoichi Dagger (4.6%) Isol Pistol (6.3%) Hyejin Bow (4%) Hyunwoo Tonfa (5.8%) Adriana Throw (3.5%) Yuki Two-Handed Sword (5.8%) Silvia Pistol (3%) Between win percentages that change regularly and
balance updates, characters can change layers. We will try to add more information to this article over time, taking community feedback in mind as well. If you want to see all the Eternal Return character statistics, visit the official website here. Be sure to give feedback in the comments below about where you think characters should be in
the list of layers. As the English community continues to form around Eternal Return, there needs to be more information to help new players. And if you're a new player yourself, check out our 10 best eternal return tips and tricks here. Eternal Return: Black Survival will be available for free on PC through Steam Early Access from October
14, 2020. It is a hybrid of multiple genres that combine MOBAs and battle royales with survival mechanics. Up to 18 players will battle it out in solos, duos or teams of three. Jeff is a journalist who likes to write, stream and create content about video games. He is a sucker for RPGs, survival games, roguelikes, and more. Battle Royale
Eternal Return: Black Survival Guide Nimble Neuron Tier List Ranked Tier Information December 18 As you may already know, survival on Lumia Island is actually part of a top secret experiment by a secret research organization. Subjects vie to climb 8 stages, trying to become Demigods to reach eternity. Ranked Matches are coming.
Are you willing to climb to the top? Current layers are (in order): Iron Bronze Silver Gold Platinum Diamond Demigod EternalTier names are still subject to change! Ranked Matches opens with our next update on December 23. Go to the Official Discord [discord.gg] so you don't miss anything. Eternal Return: Black Survival Is It Worth
Getting In If You're an EU Player? The game looks great, but I saw that there Problems. 6 hours ago General Discussions Christmas SOLO DROPS! 17 Dec The holiday is here! Tune in on Christmas Day for an incredible SOLO contest! Tune in to our official Twitch channel and get some fun fun SOLO DROPS! Check out some exciting
high-level Eternal Return gameplay and earn some great rewards! First things firstMake sure your Twitch account is connected to Eternal Return:[How to make Eternal Return DROPS][eternalreturn.zendesk.com]DROPS information Title: 2020 Christmas SOLO DROPS! When: Friday, December 25, 2:00 am PST until the end of the
broadcast What: 1,000 A-Coin for 1 hour viewing. 1,500 A-Coin for 2 hours view Drop redemption expiration date: Monday, December 28, 6:59 p.m. PST Channel: Official Nimble Neuron Twitch channel[twitch.tv]How to become a member ofDouble check these links to make sure your account is connected and everything is ready to go.
[How to receive drops] [eternalreturn.zendesk.com] [Information for Twitch Drops Events][eternalreturn.zendesk.com] Eternal Return: Black Survival [New Character] Alex Concept Art 17 Dec Hello my best friends. GM Aesop here today with the absolute pleasure of introducing the latest character to Eternal Return: Alex! He introduces
himself as a linguist and translator - but there is definitely something more to Alex.' What is the true identity of this veiled mystery man? Go to the roadmap [playeternalreturn.com] to spy on what else is coming or go to the Official Discord [discord.gg] so you don't miss anything. Eternal Return: Black Survival Unable to Open Boxes and
Level Up Skills. It doesn't happen often, but enough times where it is very annoying. I lost so much lp because of this bug. I usually only play Chiara when it matters and I can walk around, but I can't open anything, pick up something on the ground, can't harvest anything, can't level my own abilties. This happens as soon as the game
starts, so I have to throw up immediately, even before being able to do something that is very frustrating.... 15 hours ago Bug Reports 10 people found this review useful1 person found this review funny December 16Th Early Access Review It's a nice idea to mix so many elements from different games into one, but between huge balance
problems and a terrible control schedule it's probably the most stressful battle royale game I've tried. 1,404 products in account Guide [Eternal Return Gameplay] - The New Player's Guide to Eternal Return: Black Survival - Community Guide by Jynx There are many new players coming to Black Survival: Eternal Return - either completely
fresh, or from other MOBAs - and something I hear is often things along the lines of: I can't do any damage, Defense is too strong, Everyone does ... 4 people found this review useful2 people found this review funny 0 Posted: December 14Th Early Access Review Perfectly fair, this game is not very nice. It leans into the slow tedious
gameplay loop that battle royals are criticized for. Run around and walk for 10 to 20 minutes, hoping you get the items you need, and Fight another player. The only difference is that this game includes classic League of Legends styled styled So all the boring repetitive parts of BR games are now dressed in outdated MOBA mechanics.3
hours into the game and I felt like every game I played was determined by the most crap factors. Why would I want to farm for 20 minutes in a 15-person battle royal if I can just play League of Legends. The characters are interesting, but I can't get past the feeling of being held back by the Loot/Crafting system. It's really frustrating so feel
like you don't have a hold of Fire character going brr just because every interaction with another player ends up with them running from you or behind you for 3 minutes straight. Tl;dr: This game feels like the phrase A wild goose chase became a playable experience. 549 products in account Guide Best Restorative Consumables for Ease
and Effectiveness This guide is especially intended for those who want to know what to make with their bread and water, as well as what top consumables they can make for the endgame. What to do with the food you start with? When you... Guide Aya,Rápido y Fácil para todos(RIFLE) Esta es mi primera guía sobre aya,aunque no la
maineo actualmente fue el personaje que mayor partidas le di al principio y me ayudo a llegar a los +500 lp fácilmente apenas inicie en el ET:BS. Team in solo please ban : ( &lt;have screenshot=&gt; 1st and 2nd They walked together (same character and same build lol ) They also make it to the end (of course) And kill me in the end ...
this is my nice 648 rating An English name and a Korean name 18 hours ago Feedback and suggestions Get hacked or crash? A few times now right before I'm about to be attacked in duos my game minimizes and just open a backup. My cursor icon remains like a sword and I can't click on anything until I ctrl alt del the game. Usually
when something crashes on me closes on its own this otherwise. All ideas?... 7 Hours Ago Bug Reports Reports &lt;/have&gt;
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